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PROSPECTORS AIRWAYS COMPANY LIMITED 

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY OF REAUME TOWNSHIP GROUP 
CLAIMS P.50269 - 50271 INCLUSIVE, f.5027?  S0277 INCLUSIVE.

P.50280. P.50282 AMP *.S059| 
PORCUPINE MINIMS DIVISION - ONTARIO

l- INTRODUCTION;

During the period May 23 - July 30, 1961, e ground electromagnetic 
survey was conducted over a nine-claim group In lots 6, 7 *nd 8, concessions 
IV end V, Reaume Township, in order to detect electrically conductive cones.

Although the south half of this township Is almost entirely drift- 
covered with few rock exposures, a magnetic survey {conducted by the Johns* 
Manville Company), followed by diamond drilling (six holes), indicated that this 
sector of the township Is underlain by Precambrian formations, which consist 
of Intermediate to basic lavas and pyroclastics which have been Intruded by 
several east - west trending peridotite bodies.

The Johns-Many i lle drilling, which was concerned with the location 
of asbestos deposits, intersected some zones of Massive sulphides. Since Upper 
Canada Mines had Investigated nickel values in e pit near the collar of Johns- 
Many l l le drill hole, R-l, It was decided to carry out en electromagnetic survey 
over the peridot ltes and the lavas In the proximity of the peridotite contacts to locate any conductors which might be indicative of nlckellferous sulphides. 
The location of the peridot ltes was established for Investigation from the 
results of the Johns-Manville magnetic survey end diamond drilling.

This report is concerned with the results of the geophysical survey 
as applied to claims P.50269 - 50271 Inclusive, P.50275 - 50277 Inclusive, 
P.50280, P.50282 and P.50593.

2. LOCATION AMP ACCESSIBILITY:

This nine-claim group Is located In lots 6, 7 *nd 8, concessions 
IV and V, Reaume Township, Porcupine Mining Division, Ontario; end Iles approxi 
mately 10 miles southwest of Cochrane.

Access from Cochrane is via Highway No. 11, secondary roads end 
bush trails; or from South Porcupine by float-or *kl-equipped elrcraft.

3. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC METHOD;

The method involves the transmission of en alternating electro 
magnetic wave of a given frequency, which penetrates the ground In the vicinity 
of a transmitting coil. This wave or field induces an electric current in any



conductor on which It is incident. The flow of en alternating current In a 
conductor sets up Its own, or secondary, radiating electromagnetic field. 
These two fields form a resultant whose configuration depends on the following 

characteristics of the sub-surface conductors: (1) size, (2) shape, (S) electrical 

conductivity, (k) magnetic permeability, and (5) frequency of the transmitted 

wave. To a lesser extent, the resultent Is also dependent on material adjacent 

to the conductor, topography and surface conductivity. The direction of the 
resultant vector is measured by a small receiving coll timed to the frequency 
of the transmitted wave.

The basic geophysical survey over the Reaume claim group employed 

the high frequency (1800 cycles), Crone, wedge-type, junior electromagnetic unit. 

This is a two-man operated unit; and each man has a transmitting and receiving 

unit. The men are usually spaced 200 feet apart. Each man transmits end 
receives; and the dip angles are added together algebraically. Readings greater 

than 3 are considered significant, unless working along the extension of a 
conductor, in which case lower readings may be of value.

If a conductor is present, both positive end negative dip angles 
are obtained. When both men are on one side of the conductor, the reading Is 

minus; when they straddle the conductor, the reading Is plus. The coll giving 

the angle Is the coil nearest the conductor. The distance between the cross 
overs should equal, approximately, the interval between the two men (200 feet). 
Positive angles ere Important as they frequently indicate vertical conductors 

close to surface.

The purpose of the "shoot-back" method Is to eliminate elevation 
effects. The main advantages of the method are:

1. The men traverse perpendicular to the strike.
2. It is sensitive to both vertical and horizontal conductors.
3. tt has good penetration.

The magnitude of the angles depends on the conductivity of the 
body. The shape of the curve depends upon the shape of the conductor. Note 
that as the conductor becomes wider and deeper, the positive angles decrease 

or become non-existent. With banded, multiple conductors, the negative readings 

from one conductor may interfere with the positive readings from another, 
making accurate interpretation difficult.

Noisy readings are most frequent over broad, clay conductors (eg. on 

lake bottom). However, they may occur, In certain locations, with the best of 

sulphide conductors.

**- CONDUCT OF THE SURVEY;

In conducting the electromagnetic survey over this nine-claim Reaume 

Township group, two east - west baselines (Baseline "A" end Baseline "X") were 
cut, roughly parallel to the strike of the formations. At 400-foot intervals,



picket lines were cut end chained at right-angles to the baseline. With the 
geophysical operators spaced 200-feet apart, electromagnetic traverses were 
carried out along these picket lines, end readings were taken at 100-foot 
intervals along the lines. Because of the considerable depth of overburden In 
this area (50 - 100 feet) e considerable proportion of the Jteaume township 
survey was conducted with the geophysical operators at 300-foot spacing.

Where conductors were located, intermediate picket lines were cut 
at 200-foot intervals; and readings were taken at 100-foot intervals along these 
intermediate lines. Also, in the vicinity of conductors, check surveys were 
run employing the Ronka horizontal coil, electromagnetic Instrument end the 
Sharpe A-3 magnetometer in an attempt to eliminate grephltlc conductors. The 
complete results of the magnetic surveys are not Included In this report.

In carrying out the primary survey with the Crone instrument on 
these claims, 7800 feet of baseline were cut (Baseline "A" - 5,200 feet; Baseline 
"6" - 2,600 feet). A total of 8.3 miles of traverse lines were cut, chained 
and surveyed with the Crone electromagnetic instrument. Crone Instrument 
readings were taken at 512 stations.

To carry out the Ronka electromagnetic survey, an additional 3.1 
miles of traverse lines were cut, chained and picketed. Altogether 6.2 line- 
miles were surveyed with the Ronka instrument, with readings taken at 332 stations.

Combined Crone and Ronka surveys covered 14.5 line-miles, with 
readings at 844 stations.

5. INTERPRETATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETtC SURVEY:

As previously stated, the electromagnetic method Is capable of 
detecting buried conductors. Conductors so located may be caused by a number 
of geological conditions, namely: (1) graphitic slate, (2) massive bands of 
metallic sulphides, etc., (3) Interlocked grains of sulphides end oxides, and 
(4) Ionized, solution-filled, feult zones, tt is important, therefore, from 
the interpretation standpoint, that as much be known about the geological 
environment as possible if a proper diagnosis is to be made from the results.

In the course of the survey, three strong conductors were outlined; 
and one of these merits diamond drilling. A description of the anomalies Is 
as follows:

Anomaly l: x

This anomaly, 2,400 feet long, Iles north of baseline "A" 
between 5000W and 7500W. Crone high frequency readings go down to -9; 
Crone low frequency readings to -6. A coincident 5000 gamma magnetic anomaly 
may be due to peridotite. The Ronka reading gives high positive readings over 
the conductor. It would appear to be due to conductive clays.



Anomaly || :

South of baseline "A", this conductor t s 2,800 feet long -
located between 7&OOW and 10,400W. The Crone readings go to -12, high frequency; 
-8, low frequency. There is no associated magnetic anomaly. Once again, 
positive Ronka readings indicate a clay conductor.

Anomaly 111:

North of baseline "A", the conductor Is 1,200 feat long and 
lies between 9**OOW and 10,600W. Magnetic anomaly It of tha order of 3500 - 
4000 gammas: Crone high frequency readings go to -13; low frequency readings 
to -5. Ronka readings of the order of -2?, -10 and -30, -13, indicate a 
conductor which should be tested by diamond drilling.

6 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATlONS:

Tha Crone and Ronka electromagnetic surveys have indicated one 
conductor (Anomaly 111) which requires Investigation by diamond drilling, 
since It would appear to be due to a metallic sulphide deposit.

7- DECLARATION FOR ASSESSMENT:

A total of 99 man-days (8-hour) were expended on the geophysical 
reconnaissance of this 9-clalm group. This amounts to 396 assessment man-days 
or 44 assessment days per claim. An Itemized declaration covering the work Is 
attached.

Also enclosed are maps (200-scale) covering both Crone and Ronka
surveys,

Tha writer is registered as a professional engineer in the Province 
of Ontario; is a graduate, in geology and mineralogy, of the University of 
Toronto; and personally supervised the geophysical survey of the above 9-clatm, 
Reaume Township group.

PROSPECTORS AIRWAYS C

H. A. Pearson, P.

HAP:LY 
5cc

May 17, 1962
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